
 

 

 

 
Abstract

It was demonstrated the feasibility to treat wastewater generated from soybean milk production process using a plug flow

anaerobic filter of 22.5 L of total capacity, formed by up to three columns filled with ceramic Rashing rings the first one and plastic

Pall rings the others. Allowing the free diminishing of the temperature inside of the reactor, with oscillations of at least 5 °C, there

were assayed organic loads ranging from 0.66 to 7.88 kg COD/m3 day to the plug flow reactor formed initially by two columns only.

Later, organic loads of 6.34 and 11.31 kg COD/m3 day were applied when the three columns formed the reactor. It was achieved a

95.7 % of COD removal efficiency for the last load level studied and employing only one pass through the reactor, with a hydraulic

retention time so low as 1.7 days. For the last treatment stage experimented it was observed a different internal performance of the

three columns plug flow reactor, suggesting the occurrence of the anaerobic process in two separated phases, where in the first

column occurs mainly the acidogenesis phase and in the rest the metanogenesis phase, without the existence of any external

control over the process conditions. The maximum values for the biogas volume and the yield of biogas per organic matter

removed were high, specially in the last treatment level assayed, reporting values as 94.1 L of biogas/day and 0.48 m3/kg removed

COD respectively for the plug flow anaerobic filter formed by three columns. The removal achieved for organic solids and

contaminant matter in general, when three columns formed the plug flow reactor, confirms the effectiveness of the anaerobic

technology studied as primary treatment for the wastewater generated from the soybean milk production process.
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